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Visual Aids Tips & Tricks for Speakers 

 
 

eeing is not always believing- bad visual aids can be worse than nothing at all.  A 
bad visual aid may even distract audience members from your presentation rather 
than emphasize it.  
 

1.  Black & White Frames- Tend to look dull and boring.  Use Color!  
Color coding a bar chart or line graph helps the viewer understand the numbers.  Color 
adds dramatic effect and creates associations in the minds of the audience. 

 
2.  Complete Sentences- Use bullet points ♦ or key words.  Long sentences will require 

you and the audience to read the frame.  You will sacrifice your credibility if you have 
to read from your slideshow, and the audience will lose focus while they scan ahead.  
Try eliminating articles such as “the,” “an,” and “a.”  Focus on the concept, not the 
words! 

 
3.  Keep it simple - and short!  Busy frames will distract and confuse your audience.  Use 

white space and follow the 6x6 rule:  
⇒ No more than six words on a line, and no more than six lines on a frame. 
 
4.  Too many frames- Are you competing with your frames?  Your frames are only an 

aid to support your message.  Use this formula as a guide:  
⇒ For a 20-minute presentation do not exceed 16 frames.  That’s about one frame 

per minute. 
 
5.  Too many fonts- Variety is good for speaking but limit yourself to one or two fonts 

for your presentation.  Too many fonts will create a disjointed image.  Try a serif type 
font for the titles (Times Roman font) and a Sans Serif font for the bullets (Arial). 

 
6.  Small Typeface- If you have to squint to read the frame the font is too small.  Remember-

many will view your frames from the back of the room.  Try a minimum of  

36 point size for the titles and minimum 34 point 
for the bullets. 
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7. Talking to the screen - This is one of the most common mistakes and complaint 
generators.  When you talk to the screen, you lose connection with the audience and 
also your microphone!  Reference the screen, but keep eye contact with the audience 
by applying the Touch-Turn-Talk technique.  Touch the screen with your eyes and 
silently read, turn your head toward the audience, and talk the point to one person, 
eye-to-eye.  Finish your last word while looking at a person, then go back and look at 
the next point. 

 
8.  Talking while changing the PowerPoint frame - Momentary silence is ok.  Talking 

during the transition creates the impression of nervousness.  Instead, pause while 
changing the frame, state your transition or segue, and make your next point. 

 
9.  Using graphics- If you want people to remember your message - use graphics.  

Graphs and flow charts make numbers and complex material concrete.  The mind 
thinks in pictures, not words!  Keep the audience’s attention! 

 
10. Typos/ Errors- Misspellings can distract the audience.  Spell check and proof every 

frame- twice.  Ask an objective person (someone not involved with the project) to 
check for errors.  You may miss something because you’re too close to it. 

 
 

Hope these tips sparked a few ideas – See you in 
Orlando!  
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